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Humble beginnings... Where it all started

Beginning in a home office as a one-person team in 2008, our
beginnings were humble. What started as a small business in the
critical freight transporting industry evolved into a major emergency
expedite service provider. From the first Sprinter van, a second and
third van join our fleet, along with hired drivers. As we grew, so did
our team. Yet, despite our growth, our promise has always been the
same: to deliver your goods with ease and peace of mind.
Since 2008 the only thing that’s changed is our capacity – we have a
Toronto-based operating facility, multiple city warehousing, vehicle
fleet, and competent staff always available. With our all-inclusive,
cost-effective, and timely service, our customer portfolio is always
growing. Whether it’s by plane and/or automobile, we can get your
delivery anywhere at any time, you just say the word.

WHO WE SERVICE
When a delivery has critical bearing, it
demands critical timing. From small packages
to large, multiple airplane capacity
shipments, your cargo is our priority, every
time. In working with critical freight delivery
for over a decade, serving automotive,
military, mining, aerospace, pharmaceutical,
and many other sectors, we value urgency in
all environments. An hour could imply a stop
in work, financial burden, or critical upset to
business, this is why our experience is your
advantage. Our global connection and
understanding of time-sensitive logistics give
you possibility in every direction – all
together with exceptional care and within the
guaranteed delivery time.

We do what it
takes to satisfy
the customer and
strive to
continually grow
the business
relationship. We
deliver on our
promises…
always.” Rafal
Witczak

Our Cross-Docking and
Warehousing service
includes:
• Hours of Operation 24/7
• Multiple Loading Docks and
Ground Level Entry
• 6,000 Lbs Lift Capacity
Forklifts
• Convenient Access to all
major Highways 401, 403, and
407
• Camera Surveillance with
Monitoring Service

New warehouse- Toronto, Canada

WHAT WE DO
AIR FREIGHT
What we pride
ourselves on
most; however,
are our drivers.
Their experience
and training are
second to none,
handling
deliveries with
the utmost care
and sensitivity –
always focusing
on customer
satisfaction.

HAND CARRY

When it absolutely has to be there
as quickly as possible, consider it
done. Even when using an air
charter, there are no limitations.
From small to large and single to
multiple airliners, we ensure your
entire shipment will be delivered
in an air synchronized load. As
with all our services, your delivery
time is guaranteed.

AIR CHARTER
From small to large, and single to
multiple aircraft, we will
coordinate ground expedites to
pick up shipments and deliver them
to the aircraft(s). Similarly, once
delivered by air, we will
synchronize the pickup and
delivery to the desired location, all
with exceptional care and within
the guaranteed delivery
time.

It’s in our hands every step of the way. Whether it’s a large,
multiple airplane capacity shipments or small, single
package, we are able to ensure a trusted member of our
team will be with it at every turn.

GROUND EXPEDITE
Ground Expedite is where we exercise all of our business
expertise to deliver your freight anywhere in Canada and the
United States. Sprinter Emergency Transport’s CTPAT, PIP,
FAST, and CSA Certifications allow for expedited Customs
clearance.

WHY WE ARE DIFFERENT
Sprinter Emergency transportation
guarantees on-time, reliable,
uninterrupted delivery from shipper
to consignee. From pick-up to
delivery, we provided a dedicated
service – earning trust to manage
valued goods, in the most secure way.
We are moving freight around the
clock – 24/7, 365 days a year. We do
not sleep (at least our operations do
not)!! Sprinter acts fast and our
drivers always deliver before the
expected time.
Like any successful relationship,
communication is key.
Through the power of great logistics
and strong technology, our dedicated
logistics team can easily track
deliveries by satellite and reach our
fleet through a sophisticated
communication system.

Our home- 2021

TEANA
We have been a proud TEANA member
since 2014. We enjoy our networking
session with our fellow TEANA
members, during which time we have
the opportunity to learn best business
practices and build on our current and
new business relationships.

CONTACT US
Sprinter Emergency Transport Inc.
Tel: 1-905-970-9229
Toll Free: 855-970-9229
sales@sprinteremergency.com
www.sprinteremergency.com

Our team

